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Our Price $6,950
Specifications:

Year:  2009  

VIN:  2G1WU57M491204590  

Make:  Chevrolet  

Stock:  D5531  

Model/Trim:  Impala LTZ  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  Victory Red  

Engine:  3.9L Flex Fuel V6 233hp 240ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray Leather  

Transmission:  4-Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  149,189  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 13 / Highway 20

Step into the world of driving pleasure with our stunning 2009 Chevrolet
Impala LTZ, a vehicle that not only stands out with its radiant red
exterior but also boasts a legacy of excellence, as evidenced by its
recognition in Edmunds's Top 10 Best-Selling Vehicles and its crowning
achievement in J.D. Power and Associates's Initial Quality Study (IQS)
for Top Models. With a robust 149,189 miles on the odometer, this
Impala is a testament to the quality and durability that Chevrolet is
renowned for.

As you approach this sleek sedan, you'll be immediately drawn to its
confident stance and the way the red hue glistens under the sun,
promising an invigorating driving experience. Slide into the plush gray
leather interior and let the comfort envelop you, creating a serene oasis
from the hustle and bustle of the outside world. The cabin's
spaciousness and luxurious touches speak volumes about the Impala's
commitment to delivering a premium experience to its occupants.

Under the hood lies the heart of this automotive masterpiece – a
powerful 3.9L Flex Fuel V6 engine that churns out an impressive 233
horsepower and 240 ft-lbs of torque. This powerplant is not just about
raw strength; it's engineered to provide an efficient and adaptable
performance thanks to its Flex Fuel capabilities, allowing you to benefit
from both power and practicality. Paired with a silky-smooth 4-Speed
Automatic transmission, the Impala LTZ delivers a driving experience
that is both responsive and effortless.

The Impala LTZ doesn't just impress with its performance; it's also
equipped with a suite of manufacturer options and packages that
elevate your driving experience to new heights. From the moment you
start the engine, you'll appreciate the meticulous attention to detail and
the thoughtful features that make every journey in this Impala an
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the thoughtful features that make every journey in this Impala an
absolute delight.

Safety is paramount, and the Impala LTZ doesn't disappoint. You'll drive
with peace of mind knowing that this car is built with your well-being in
mind, incorporating a range of safety features designed to protect you
and your loved ones on every journey. The combination of its sturdy
build, advanced safety systems, and award-winning pedigree ensures
that you're in good hands.

Imagine cruising down the highway, the purr of the V6 engine in your
ears, the leather steering wheel under your fingertips, and the world
passing by in a blur of motion. This is not just a car; it's a sanctuary on
wheels, a trusted companion on the road that offers both comfort and
excitement.

This 2009 Chevrolet Impala LTZ is more than a car; it's a statement. It's
a vehicle for those who appreciate the finer things in life but also
demand reliability and performance. It's for the discerning driver who
wants to stand out from the crowd without sacrificing practicality.

Don't miss your chance to own a piece of Chevrolet's legacy of
excellence. Contact us today to schedule a test drive and experience
firsthand the allure of the 2009 Chevrolet Impala LTZ. This is not just a
purchase; it's an investment in quality, luxury, and driving satisfaction.
Your new journey awaits!  REDUCED! Now below seven thousand! 
Only $6950 HURRY!
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Installed Options
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